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SOFTBALL - ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
BEFORE CLASS STARTS Children can “play ball” anytime at school (unstructured
& AT LUNCH TIME and self-guided). All you need is a bat, a ball and a few
mates. It would be ideal to have equipment readily
available for children to borrow.

IN CLASS TIME Classes can play Softball in scheduled PE sessions using
the Kiwi Sox lesson plans (structured play).

There are also Kiwi Sox resources and downloads
available that engage children and teachers in the class
room or at home via the Kiwi Sox section of the Softball
NZ website, www.softball.org.nz.

OUT OF SCHOOL Children can “play ball” in any location with only a bat,
a ball and a few mates (unstructured and self-guided).
They can do this:

•
•
•

In the back yard
At the beach
Indoors or outdoors

Kiwi Sox can be delivered as a holiday program, a club
training session and a KiwiSport program. It can also be
utilised for school club links.
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Part A:

About Kiwi
Sox

THE AIMS OF KIWISOX
Kiwi Sox is an exciting product designed by Softball New Zealand to ensure more Kiwi children are able to play the great
game of Softball.
OUR AIM:

Provide more opportunities for Kiwi kids to get active through Softball - Anytime, Anywhere.

OUR VISION:

Increase the number of hours that primary and intermediate aged children engage in physical activity.

By engaging primary and intermediate school aged children, we want to boost Softball as a sport of choice by providing a
positive, fun and exciting experience. Kiwi Sox is flexible and simple so those who haven’t been involved in Softball before
will still understand it and find it enjoyable.

THE MAIN OBJECTIVES OF KIWISOX ARE:

OBJECTIVE 1

OBJECTIVE 2

OBJECTIVE 3

OBJECTIVE 4

OBJECTIVE 5

To increase the
opportunities
for primary and
intermediate aged
children to play
Softball in school,
after school or in
a club/association
setting

To increase basic
Softball skills
in an enjoyable
environment
focusing on fun,
participation,
modified games and
activities

To provide a positive
introduction to an
individual’s long
term involvement in
Softball

To provide a
platform so teachers
and children can
engage in Softball in
the classroom or at
home

To promote Softball
as a sport that can
be played anytime,
anywhere

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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PART A: ABOUT KIWI SOX

INTRODUCING
KIWI SOX

Kiwi Sox is a 2 tiered program introducing participants (children, teachers, parents and coaches)
to the fundamental skills of Softball and its various forms of the game. Each tier consists of 8
sessions.
TIER 1

Aimed at primary school children, 5–8 years

TIER 2

Aimed at primary and intermediate school children, 9–12 years

KIWI SOX INVOLVES SOFTBALL
AND T-BALL SPECIFIC SKILLS BUT
ALSO…
• Focuses on fundamentals of movement
• Incorporates a 50/50 mix of fun skill
acquisition and modified games each
session
• Encourages a coaching style that let
children play & explore activities and their
boundaries
• Includes key words in Te Reo

WHERE CAN KIWI SOX BE USED?

The Kiwi Sox program has been designed
to be flexible in its delivery to reflect
the individual abilities of participants.
Specifically Kiwi Sox has been developed so:
• It’s fun and easy to use for lesson
deliverers (teacher, parent, coach or
external sports providers)
• It’s fun and easy for participants
• Each tier is designed for the target
audience

WHO CAN DELIVER KIWI SOX?

While Kiwi Sox is designed for national
primary and intermediate schools, this
resource can be used in many settings
including:

As the programme is flexible and user
friendly, deliverers do not need any prior
Softball experience. Deliverers can include:

• Before, during and after school time

• Teachers

• In a club or association setting

• Coaches

• As a holiday program

• Parents

• As a KiwiSport program

• External sports providers

• To create a school club link

6
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KIWI SOX AND
THE SOFTBALL
NEW ZEALAND
LEARNING
CURRICULUM
The Foundation Phase of the Softball NZ learning
curriculum is about sharing your knowledge
and experience, making Softball fun and giving
everyone a go. The school teacher will play an
important role in making sure children learn to
enjoy Softball and other physical activities.
The Foundation Phase covers basic yet important
information to help the teacher understand
individuals through the following stages.

SNZ Induction Module
A 1 1/2 hour free practical course for TEACHERS
wanting to know the basic fundamentals of
SOFTBALL.
This module covers off equipment; playing
positions; batting order; pitching; catching;
throwing; fielding; hitting & bunting; base running;
basic game strategy; softball jargon; correcting
common errors & simple rules.

For more information on the Softball New Zealand
learning curriculum and the National Player & Coach
Development Pathway go to www.softball.org.nz.

STAGE

Play – Small Sox (1-4yrs)

Discover – Tee Sox, Kiwi Sox (5-8yrs)

Learn – Rookie Sox (9-12yrs)

Focus

Fun and active

Fun and participation

Technical skills

Focus on learning fundamental
movement skills
• Throwing
• Catching
• Striking

Tactical

Nil

Fundamental Softball skills
• Base-running
• Throwing
• Catching with glove (optional for
Kiwi Sox)
• Striking
• Ground fielding
Simple rules

Fun and mastery of basic Softball
skills
Pitching
Batting (including bunting)
Fielding fly balls and ground balls
Base running (intro sliding)
Catching

Physical
(fitness)

Nil

Social

Playing with others
Developing confidence and positive
self-esteem

Cognitive

Using imagination

Using imagination
Simple rules and ethics

Game
Modifications

Minor games – Softball related that
emphasise basic skills

Introduction to T-Ball
Rotate positions
Equal playing time
Use 11inch flexi ball

Session planning

20-30 minutes
Well-structured
Modified activities
Skill progressions
High levels of activity
Positive environment
Learning through play

Up to 45 minutes
Modified equipment and activities
Appropriate skill progressions
High levels of activity
Positive environment
Emphasis on learning through play

ABC’s
• Agility
• Balance
• Coordination
• Speed
Playing with others
Introduce fair play concepts
Encourage positive attitudes and the
importance of making a good effort

A

Simple rules
Basic tactics
Introduce general physical
conditioning
Importance of warm-up/cool down

Teamwork
Fair play
Work ethic
Respect for others
Dealing with winning and losing
Introduce elements of decisionmaking
Rules and ethics
Teach all players to pitch
Rotate positions
Equal playing time
Use 11 or 12 inch flexi ball
Large home plate and strike zone
Limit the number of innings pitched
Up to 60 minutes
Appropriate modifications to suit
level of players
Appropriate skill progressions
High levels of activity
Positive environment
Emphasis on learning through play
Players learn 2+ positions

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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PART A: ABOUT KIWI SOX

KIWI SOX
IN TE REO
MAORI

The Kiwi Sox resource is designed to not only have Softball played “Anytime, Anywhere” but also to encourage and promote the
learning and understanding of the Māori language.
Softball prides itself as being a family orientated sport, a sport with significant Māori and Polynesian populations. As a sport we
are proud of our diversity and it’s a pleasure to support Te Reo through the game of Softball
The following words and phrases are included throughout the Kiwi Sox resource to use as you wish.

English
Māori
Some sample sentences
1st Base
Papa tuatahi
2nd Base
Papa tuarua
3rd Base
Papa tuatoru
Aim
Tuhi (a)
Ka tuhia e ia te pōro ki te kaihau.
		
He aimed the ball at the batter.
Alligator catch
Arikeita hopu pōro
Bat
Patu
Batter up
Haramai te kaihau
Batter(s)
Kaihau
Batting
Hau
Batting team
Tīma hau
Batting stance
Te tū haukuru pōro
Catch above the waist
Hopukina te pōro ki runga ake i te hope
Catch below the waist
Hopukina te pōro ki raro iho i te hope
Catch a fly ball
Hopukina tētahi pōro e rere mai ana
Catch the ball
Hopukina te pōro
Catching
Hopu
Catching the ball in the air
E hopu ana i te pōro ki te rangi
Communication
Whakapāpātanga
Defence/Fielding
Te hopukuru
Diamond
Taimana
Field and throw
Te hopu pōro me te whiu pōro
Field the ball
Te hopukuru pōro
Fielder(s)
Hopukuru
Fielding
Te hopukuru
Fielding team
Te tīma hopukuru
Fly balls
Rere pōro
Follow through with your throwing arm
E whai noa atu ana i tō ringa whuia
Game(s)
Kēmu
Glove
Karapu
Grip the bat
Pupuritia te rākau
8
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English
Māori
Hands open
Ringaringa tuwhera
Hit the ball straight
Haukurutia te pōro kia tika
Hold ball in fingers
Pupuri te pōro ki ngā matikara
Home plate
Papa kāinga
Home run
Rere kāinga
Home to home
Kāinga ki te kāinga
Make an accurate throw
Kia tika hoki te whiu
Out (i.e. strikeout)
Kuru (a)
		
Pitching
Panga whakararo te pōro
Roll the ball
Takahurihia te pōro
Run
Oma
Safe
Pai
Soft hands
Arikeita hopukuru
Steal
Whanako
Swing/throw
*Whiu (a)
		

Some sample sentences

		
		
Tag
Pā
Tagging a runner
E pā atu ana i tētahi kaioma
Target
Pironga
Throw the ball to your partner’s chest
Whiua te pōro ki te poho o tō hoa
Throw/toss the ball
Whiua te pōro
Under hand/toss/pitch
Panga whakararo te pōro
Warm up
Korikori tinana

Whuia te pōro.
Throw the ball.

A

Ka kurua tonu koe!
You’re out (i.e. struck out)!

Ka whiua e ia ki te pōro.
She took a swing at the ball.

KIWI SOX
ONLINE

*The verb ‘whiu’ can refer to some forward movement involving the body, such
as ‘to throw’ or ‘to swing’ both involving forward motion of the arm or arms. The
sentence and context will determine how ‘whiu’ is being used.

To engage more people in Softball
we have created a number of
Kiwi Sox resources and put them
online for easy access. Kiwi Sox
aims to encourage and increase
the awareness of Softball and
our program through additional
information for everyone. To
access this information go to the
Softball New Zealand website,
www.Softball.org.nz.

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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USING KIWI
SOX TO CREATE
SCHOOL /
CLUB LINKS

WHY DEVELOP SCHOOL / CLUB LINKS?
Creating a relationship between schools and clubs is important. It allows students to make the most of their experiences within
the school, to try a new sport and to feel comfortable within a club setting. School club links provide a number of benefits;
students can continue to play Softball after school, clubs can raise their profile and membership, and children continue to keep
active and healthy.
Below are a few reasons why you should consider developing a school club link utilising the Kiwi Sox Primary & Intermediate
School resource.

SOFTBALL ISN'T OFFERED IN
THE SCHOOL
If students are looking to play
Softball but the school doesn’t
offer it, it can be a barrier to
them becoming involved. The
school club link could solve this
problem by offering students the
opportunity to give Softball a go

TO ENCOURAGE ONGOING
PARTICIPATION IN SOFTBALL
AFTER SCHOOL

EFFECTIVE PROMOTION
OF CLUB AND SCHOOL
SOFTBALL EVENTS

Once students leave school, many
find it daunting to approach a club
they know little or nothing about
and end up dropping out of the
sport completely.

Schools and clubs can work
together to promote school and
club Softball opportunities more
effectively through the local
community

The school club link may offer a
solution by providing children a
connection to a Softball club so
they can continue to play

To locate your local Softball club, please contact the local Softball association for details. For a full list
of local Softball associations please go to the Softball New Zealand website, www.softball.org.nz.

10
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BE A GREAT KIWI SOX
COACH

Delivery
Guidelines

Being a great Kiwi Sox coach is easy...just follow these simple rules and
you will become a fun and successful coach in no time.

LET CHILDREN PLAY AND EXPLORE ACTIVITIES &
THEIR BOUNDARIES

BE INCLUSIVE

• Provide positive feedback to children

• Modify activities to cater for disabilities

• Encourage children to find the answers rather than
providing them

• Encourage improvement (big or small)

• Try to include all

• Assist children so they enjoy the lesson
HELP CHILDREN WITH THEIR LEARNING
COMMUNICATE WELL
• Keep comments positive and praise all attempts,
successful or not
• Be fun and energetic
• Stay calm

• Children will watch demonstrations and copy what
they see. Give them the opportunity to try and achieve
what you have shown them
• Understand that children need time to learn skills –
don’t rush them
• Children will get bored if they find an activity too easy
or hard – so adapt or change the activity as required

CREATE FAIR GROUPS
• Use a simple and fair selection process and keep teams
as even as possible

BE ORGANISED

• Avoid leaving players out

• Have all equipment ready

• Try to match players of similar ability where
appropriate

• Ensure children can clearly hear and see
demonstrations

• Encourage cooperation, teamwork and fair play

• Ensure the environment is safe

• Ensure helpers understand the activities

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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PART B: DELIVERY GUIDELINES

USING THE
KIWI SOX
LESSON PLANS

First and foremost this resource is designed to be easy to
use for those “with or without” Softball knowledge. Each
lesson is based on 45 minute sessions catering for both
primary and intermediate schools.
TIER 1 - SCHOOLS (5 – 8 years)
TIER 2 - SCHOOLS (9 – 12 years)
All activities involve a modified game or based on
Teaching Games for Understanding (TGFU). We
encourage deliverers to let children play and explore
activities and their boundaries.
Activity sheets include fundamentals of movement
(running, jumping, hopping etc.) as well as Softball specific
fundamentals (throwing, fielding, pitching, catching, and
striking).
Teachers can track sessions completed by updating the
activity checklist at the back of this resource.

LET’S BEGIN...
1.

For each session, choose 1 warm up sheet, 2 or 3
activity sheets and 1 game sheet that you want to
use for the lesson.

2.

Ensure you have the necessary equipment to run
the activities.

When compiling an activity session, it is recommended
that you refer to and even photocopy the lesson activity
sheets. If you have a large group you may wish to have
another teacher or parent help you out during the
session. At the end of the session update the activity
checklist so you can track your Kiwi Sox progress.

12
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ACTIVITY CARD EXAMPLE
Degree of Difficulty

Types and amount of
equipment you will need

Simple and short bullet
points outlining the skill

Key words translated
into Te Reo
Skills learned through
the activity
How to make an activity
easier or harder to suit
capabilities

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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EQUIPMENT &
ALTERNATIVES

T-Ball and Softball Equipment available from
Exclusive Sports Goods

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
COLOURED CONES

Alternative - Coloured dots, hula hoops

T-BALL STAND

Alternative - Large road cone

SOFTBALL BATS

Alternative - Noodles, tennis racquet

SOFTBALL GLOVES
		

Please note, Softball gloves are not necessary for the Kiwi Sox activities.
All activities are possible without Softball gloves

SOFTBALL BALLS

Alternative - Sponge balls, 11” or 12” flexi balls, wiffle balls, tennis balls,

SOFTBALL BASES

Alternative - Coloured dots, hula hoops, carpet squares

Phone: 0800 112 985 (orders only)
Email: sales@exclusivesports.co.nz
Website: wwwexclusivesports.co.nz

14
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GOLDEN RULES OF SAFETY
Softball New Zealand and Kiwi Sox promotes safety and advocates the need for safe playing environments. Careful thought is
needed to ensure suitable playing areas are prepared and deemed suitable for the needs of children. It should be an on-going
objective to help children accept responsibility for their personal safety and that of others by becoming aware of the effect or
repercussions of their own behaviour.

Below is a checklist of actions
to help achieve a safer Kiwi Sox
environment:
• Eliminate potential hazards e.g. spare
equipment
• Ensure equipment is not faulty or broken
• Ensure equipment is the right size for the
age group
• Establish a working place that allows free
movement
• Clarify rules for using equipment,
especially bats, balls, racquets and sticks
• Highlight potential dangers/hazards
within the environment e.g. holes in the
grass, slippery surfaces
• Insist on immediate response to the
whistle and other agreed “stop” signals
• Discuss what to do in an emergency
• Check out any medical or behavioural
issues that participants may have.

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

ACTIVITY

TIER 1
ACTIVITY
CHECKLIST
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6. The Great Base Race

BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)
1. Flies & Grounders
2. Front Toss
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4. Up & Downs

CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)
1. Clap & Catch Challenge
2. Hot Catch
3. Momma Bird Training
4. Pop Corn
5. Safe Out

FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)
1. Field by Colour
2. Hot Box
3. Line Defence
4. Rolling Netball
5. Runaway Grounders
6. T for Team
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

1. COPY CAT

EQUIPMENT
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players or put them in small groups of 3-5.
2. One player is to act out a softball skill/movement.
• Hands cartwheel into pocket (throwing motion)
• Gorilla position - sway left/right (ready position)
• Ball to the sky, fingers up high (thumbs together)
• Ball near the ground, fingers down (pinkies together)
• Alligator hands (fielding position), top hand over the top of the
ball when fielding
• Squash the bug (foot when finishing a swing)
• Chop wood (batting motion)
• Picture perfect (eyes on ball, waist twisted, hands behind
shoulder - what a finished swing looks like)
3. The other player(s) are to “copy cat” & act out the same skill.
4. Once finished the player who chose the skill chooses 1 of the
copy cats to see if they can name the skill/movement.
5. If the player is unsuccessful, they are to do a lap around the
bases.
6. If the copy cat guesses correctly, they choose the next movement.

TE REO

Warm up – Korikori tinana
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast.
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Pick a leader & have them name skills & see if their partner can
do the correct skill/movement

18
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

2. HAPPY TAGGERS

EQUIPMENT
• Bases 		
• Balls			
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Choose 2 players to be tagger & the rest are runners.
2. The taggers wear a glove with a ball inside.
3. The taggers chase the runners in an attempt to tag them. The
ball must stay inside the glove for the tag to count.
4. If the runner is tagged they trade places with the tagger.
5. Players cannot be tagged & are safe if they are standing on a
base.
6. Players may only stand on a base for 3 seconds until they have
to move to another base.
7. Only 1 player is allowed on a base at a time.

TE REO

Tagging a runner – E pā atu ana i tētahi kaioma
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between bases
• Add in another tagger
• Have 1 ball & have the taggers pass it & tag the runners

KI W I SOX - S C H O O L S O FT B A L L P RO G RA M M E
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

3. KIWI SOX SAYS

EQUIPMENT
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Have all players stand within the diamond.
2. Call out “KiwiSox Says” & a phrase from below
• Thumb to the thigh, Elbow high, paint the sky and wave bye,
bye
• Turn, W, Point, Step & Whip
•
Hands cartwheel into pocket (throwing motion)
•
Gorilla position - sway left/right (ready position)
•
Ball to the sky, fingers up high (thumbs together)
•
Ball near the ground, fingers down (pinkies together)
•
Alligator hands (fielding position)
•
Squash the bug (foot when finishing a swing)
•
Chop wood (batting motion)
•
Picture perfect (eyes on ball, waist twisted, hands behind
shoulder - what a finished swing looks like).
3. Children perform the movement but only if “Kiwi Sox says”.
4. If a child makes an incorrect movement or move without hearing
“Kiwi Sox says” the child will walk to the outside of the diamond
and continue playing.
5. Play until only 1 child left inside the diamond, they are the
winner.

TE REO

Throw – Whiua te pōro
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• When “WHITE SOX SAYS only the GIRLS perform movement
• When “BLACK SOX SAYS” only the BOYS perform the movement

20
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TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

4. POSITION HUNT

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones				
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Leader calls out “1st base, 2nd base, 3rd base or Home Plate”
in any order & the group must run to whichever base is called &
stand near the base.
2. Once every player runs to the correct location, call out the next
base.
3. Once all players can correctly identify each base, move on to
the positions: Pitcher, catcher, 1st baseman, 2nd baseman, 3rd
baseman, shortstop, left fielder, centerfielder, or right fielder - in
any given order.

TE REO

Home plate – Papa kāinga
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
RACE
1. Choose 1 player to stand at each defensive position.
2. When a position is called it becomes a race to the given location.
3. The first child to high five the correct player gets to take that
player’s spot & the player who was standing at the position joins.
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

5. RUBBER CHICKEN CHUCK

EQUIPMENT
• Rubber chicken or item fun to throw
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players groups of 5-8.
2. Team A starts with the rubber chicken & “chucks” (throws) it as
far as possible.
3. Team B collectively run to the chicken & quickly forms a line
behind the player that picks up the chicken.
4. Team B passes the chicken over & under their bodies until it
reaches the last player in line.
5. The last player in line then “chucks” the rubber chicken as far
away as they can from Team A.
6. Team A repeats steps 3 - 5

TE REO

Throw – Whiua te pōro
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast.
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
1. Assign numbers to each player.
2. Players must stay in order when passing & throwing the chicken
i.e. – Player 1 on Team A picks up the chicken & passes it over &
under to the rest of Team A & Player 5 throws the chicken. The
next time Team A chases the chicken Player 2 will pick it up the
chicken & Player 1 will be at the back and “chuck” it.
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

6. THE GREAT BASE RACE

EQUIPMENT			
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 2 teams of 5-8.
2. One team stands at 2nd base & the other team stands at home.
3. On “go” the first player in line makes an entire lap of the bases
running anti-clockwise (i.e.- home to home or 2nd to 2nd).
4. Once the player makes it all the way around the bases, stepping
on every base, they join the back of their team’s line.
5. The next player from the team cannot start running until the
player running ahead of them has crossed the base in front of
the waiting player.
6. The first team to get everyone around the bases wins.

TE REO

Home to Home - Kāinga ki te kāinga
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have the teams run twice around the bases
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

1. FLIES & GROUNDERS

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Foam balls
• 3-6 adjustable tees OR 3-6 tall & short cones
• 3-6 bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
• Gloves optional
INSTRUCTIONS
1. A Batter stands at each tee with a bat & 4 foam balls. A catcher
stands behind each batter & helps put the balls on the tee. The
rest of the players are fielding behind the cones.
2. Instruct batters that they are hitting balls along the ground &
they can adjust the tee to the height they would like.
3. After the balls are placed on the tees & all players are in a safe
place, call “batter up” & the batters swing, trying to hit ground balls.
4. No one is permitted to move until all batters have hit the ball &
the leader says “safe”. Once “safe” is called, the fielders collect
the balls & put them into the nearest hoop.
5. A point is awarded for each ball hit along the ground.
6. Repeat steps 2-6 until all balls are hit. Catchers then become
hitters, hitters move out to field & 4 fielders come in as new
catchers.
7. Batters are trying to hit fly balls (balls into the air) the second
time around.

TE REO

Fly Balls – Rere pōro
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the tee
• If right handed, right hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have batters hit a ground ball & then alternate to a fly ball
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

2. FRONT TOSS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones		
• 2 Home plates
• Buckets		
• Foam Balls
• 2 bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. One player stands at each home plate with a bat while a catcher
& collector stand safely behind each batter at a cone. One Tosser stands out in the field & the rest of the players field behind
them.
2. The tosser throws 10 balls, underhand, to each batter.
3. When the ball is hit, a fielder fields the ball & puts it in the
tosser’s bucket. If the ball is missed, the catcher fields the ball &
tosses it to the collectors behind them. The collectors are also
back-up catchers for balls that get past the catcher.
4. After 10 pitches to each batter, the batters become fielders, 2
fielders go in to become the collectors, the collectors become
catchers & the catchers become the new batters.

TE REO

Under hand/toss - Panga whakararo te pōro
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball.
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between tosser & batters
• Increase speed of toss
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

3. SMASH BALL

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Tees or Tall cones
• Hula Hoops
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
• Assorted soft balls (different sizes but light enough to hit)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. A Batter stands at each tee with a bat & 3-5 soft, hittable balls
(i.e. – foam ball, dodgeball, volleyball, tennis ball, wad of paper,
etc). A player stands behind each batter (catcher) & helps put
the ball on the tee. The rest of the players are fielding behind
the cones.
2. After the balls are placed on the tees & all players are in a safe
place, the leader says “batter up” & the batters swing & hit the
ball as far as they can.
3. No one is permitted to move until all batters have hit the ball &
the leader says “safe”. Once “safe” is called, the fielders collect
the balls & put them into the nearest hoop.
4. Repeat steps 2-4 until all balls are hit. Catchers become hitters,
hitters move out to field & 3 fielders come in as new catchers.

TE REO

Batter up - Haramai te kaihau
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between fielders & batters
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

4. UP & DOWNS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Foam balls
• 3-6 adjustable tees OR 3-6 tall & short cones
• 3-6 bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. A Batter stands at each tee with a bat & 4 foam balls. A player
stands behind each batter (catcher) & helps put the balls on the
tee. The rest of the players are fielding behind the cones.
2. Set all the tees bellybutton to chest height to mimic a high pitch.
3. After the balls are placed on the tees & all players are in a safe
place, the leader says “batter up” & the batters swing & hit the
ball.
4. No one is permitted to move until all batters have hit the ball &
the leader says “safe” Once “safe” is called, the fielders collect
the balls & put them into the nearest hoop.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until all balls are hit. Catchers become hitters,
hitters move out to field & 3 fielders come in as new catchers.
6. Batters adjust the tee to knee height the second time.

TE REO

Batting Stance - Te tū haukuru pōro
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have batters adjust tee up & down after every swing
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

1. CLAP & CATCH CHALLENGE

EQUIPMENT
• Balls				
• Marker cones
INSTRUCTIONS
Each player has a ball & is spread out in a designated area.
LADDERS
1. Players toss the ball into the air, clap once & catch the ball.
2. If unsuccessful they try again. If successful, they toss the ball
again but this time clap twice.
3. Upon each successful catch players add one more clap.
PARTNER CHALLENGE
1. Pair players with a partner.
2. Player 1 sets a challenge & Player 2 attempts to match it (i.e.
- Player 1 tosses ball up, claps behind their back & under their
knee & catches the ball).
3. If Player 1 drops the ball it is Player 2’s turn to make the challenge.
4. If Player 1 catches the ball Player 2 must perform the same
action(s) & make the catch in order to make the next challenge.
5. If Player 2 drops the ball then Player 1 makes a new challenge.

TE REO

Toss the ball – Whiua te pōro
CATCHTING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Ladders – Players must catch the ball over their head
• Partner Challenge – if challenge not met, the winner moves on
to play another winner
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TIER 1 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

2. HOT CATCH

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players stand in a circle & 4 players stand inside the circle with
a ball each.
2. Leader calls out an action & all players respond accordingly:
• Hot Catch – “Hot catch” ball tossed to outside player & returned
• Fielding – “Alligator catch” ball rolled to outside player &
returned
• Baserunning – “1st,2nd,3rd, Home” while running in place
• Throwing – “Turn, W, Point, Step & Whip” while making throwing action
• Batting – “Chop, Chop, Swing” while making chop & swing action.
3. When “Hot Catch” is called the middle players tosses the ball to
the outside players who catch the ball & toss it back.
4. If the middle player makes a bad toss or misses the ball off a good
toss, the outside player trades places with the middle player.
5. After the successful toss (or switch) the middle players shift
slightly anti-clockwise so the next outside players can have a
chance to catch.

TE REO

Field the Ball - Te hopukuru pōro
CATCHING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase pace at which actions are called out
• When baserunning is called the outside circle jogs anti-clockwise
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

3. MOMMA BIRD TRAINING

EQUIPMENT
• Balls				
• Marker cones
• Gloves (optional)		
• Tall cones
• Hula Hoops
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair Players – one in hula hoop with tall cone (Momma Bird) &
one at the nearest cone with a ball (Egg) & a glove (optional).
2. Players at the cone toss the ball to players in the hoop who try
to catch the ball in their upside-down cone.
3. If unsuccessful, try again. If successful, player in the hoop tosses
the ball to the player at the cone who catches with the glove.
4. If player at cone unsuccessful, repeat step 2. If successful, player
may move back one cone for a further toss.
5. If players miss, they do not go back to beginning, they continue
from current cone.
6. If successful from last cone, player in hoop & player at cone
swap.

TE REO

Catch the ball – Hopukina te pōro
CATCHING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between cones
• Increase the number of catches before players move back
• Dropped balls result in restart from the first cone
•
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PART C: PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN, 5-8 YEARS

TIER 1 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

4. POP CORN

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls				
• Marker cones
• Buckets 			
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Each player stands at a cone around a giant square while 3 players are at a cone inside the square & wearing a glove.
2. Players on the outside of the square are to remain outside the
square & only the 3 players inside the square can run around
inside. There are also 3 buckets inside the square, one for each
player wearing a glove.
3. A tosser on one side of the square throws the balls to each of
the 3 middle players waiting at their cone.
4. If the player catches the ball they run up, drop it in their bucket
& run back to their cone. If they drop the ball they roll it to one
of the outside players who picks it up, runs & drops it in a bucket
off to the side of the square & then returns to their cone.
5. Tally up the balls in each player’s buckets at the end of the round
to see which player caught the most balls.

TE REO

Field the Ball - Te hopukuru pōro
CATCHING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase pace in which balls are thrown
• Make throws more challenging by varying height or depth
• Occasionally roll balls to outside players
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TIER 1 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

5. SAFE OUT

EQUIPMENT
• Balls				
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players stand between the bases & pass the ball clockwise.
2. Before the player passes the ball they must say “Safe” or “Out”.
3. If a player calls “Safe” the passing continues.
4. If a player calls “Out” the team continues passing the ball clockwise; however, it becomes a race. As soon as the player that calls
“Out” tosses the ball, they will run anti-clockwise around the
bases & try to get back to their spot before the team can pass
the ball all the way around the circle back to that player’s spot.
5. If the player makes it around in time they are not permitted to
call “Out” again. Passing will continue.
6. If the Player does not make it back in time they must sit in the
middle for one round of the game.

TE REO

Safe – Pai / Out – Kuru
CATCHING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the size of the diamond
• Play with two balls at once (different colours)
• Partner Challenge – if challenge not met, the winner moves on
to play another winner
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

1. FIELD BY COLOUR

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones (multi-coloured)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Partner players & have them stand across from one another at
the same colour cone.
2. One ball per pair.
3. Leader calls out a colour & only the players standing at that
colour cone roll the ball across to their partner.
4. Repeat with all colours, mixing up the order in which the colours
are called.

TE REO

Roll the ball – Takahurihia te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground 		
• Alligator catch 			
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the number of cones but minimize the different colours
• Increase the pace at which the colours are called
Play as a TEAM game
1. All players at the same colour cones work as a team to roll the
ball among one another.
2. Add 2 balls to one team & advise communication.
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

2. HOT BOX

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones 		
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 5-9.
2. One player stands in the middle with a glove, one player stands
with a ball by a cone & one player waits behind a cone.
3. Player 1 rolls the ball to the fielder in the middle who fields the
ball & then rolls the ball back to player 1 who also fields the ball.
4. The fielder in the middle then turns clockwise to field the ball
from player 2 & rolls it back (same as step 3). Meanwhile, player
1 turns & hands the ball to the player 5 who is waiting behind
them & they switch positions.
5. Repeat this rotation until the fielder in the middle has fielded
a ball from every player (with 9 players the middle fielder will
make 2 full rotations).
6. Switch the fielder in the middle with a player from the outside.

TE REO

Field the Ball - Te hopukuru pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Create urgency. As soon as the middle fielder rolls the ball back
to the outside player, have the next player start to roll their ball
• Make different rolls (fast, slow, bouncy, etc)
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

3. LINE DEFENCE

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones		
• Gloves (optional)		
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players opposite each other & are standing in between 2
cones. One ball per pair & a glove each (glove optional).
2. Players roll the ball back & forth in an attempt to roll the ball
past their partner.
3. The ball must stay in between the cones directly to each side of
the player.
4. A point is awarded to the roller each time they can roll the ball
past their partner.

TE REO

Defence/Fielding – Te hopukuru
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground		
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
Play as a TEAM game (2 teams)
1. Start with 1 ball.
2. Players roll the ball back & forth in an attempt to roll the ball
past the opposing team’s line.
3. Players can roll to any member of the opposing team.
4. A point is awarded to the team that rolls the ball past their
opponent.
Add 2 balls to one team & advise communication.
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

4. ROLLING NETBALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Ball			
• Tall cones or goals
• Gloves (optional)
• Bibs
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 6-8.
2. Each team starts on opposite halves, one team wearing the bibs
& the other team starting with the ball. Each team has a goalie
who wears a glove (optional).
3. Teams can pass the ball in any direction; however, the ball can
only be passed by rolling it to a teammate.
4. The person who has the ball is not allowed to move (only pivot).
5. Teams score by rolling the ball between the opponent’s cones.
6. Once a team scores both teams must restart on their halves.
The goalie of the team that just gave up the point starts with the
ball.

TE REO

Roll the Ball – Takahurihia te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add boundaries. If a player knocks or rolls a ball out of bounds
the opposing team gets to THROW the ball in
• Add a 2 second rule. Players must pass after 2 seconds
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

5. RUNAWAY GROUNDERS

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones		
• Gloves (optional)		
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players & have them start opposite one another in
2. between 2 cones. One player starts with the ball.
3. Players roll ground balls to their partner but try to trick them as
to which direction they are going to roll the ball.
4. If the opposing player misses the ground ball, the rolling player
gets a point.
5. The opposing player then takes their turn.

TE REO

Roll the Ball – Takahurihia te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground		
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for more unpredictable bounces
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

6. T FOR TEAM

EQUIPMENT			
• Ball			
• Marker cones
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 4.
2. Each player stands at a cone. The player standing at the base of
the “T” has 4-6 balls & is the roller.
3. The player with the balls rolls one ball at a time to the player at
the top of the “T” who is the fielder.
4. The fielder fields the ball & tosses it to the player to their left.
5. Repeat step 3 & 4 but this time the fielder tosses the ball to the
player on their right.
6. Continue steps 3 - 5 until there are no more balls.
7. Rotate players

TE REO

Toss the ball – Whiua te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for more unpredictable bounces
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TIER 1 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

7. WEAVE

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones		
• Gloves (optional)		
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into groups of 6.
2. One player stands at each cone & the 2 other players wait
behind them.
3. One player starts with the ball & rolls it across to the player
waiting at the opposite cone who will field it.
4. Once the player rolls the ball they follow their roll by running
across & joining the back of the opposite line.
5. Repeat steps 2 & 3.

TE REO

Alligator catch – Arikeita hopu pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground		
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between cones
• Use a reaction ball for an unpredictable bounce
• Have players field with 1 hand (what would be their glove hand)
behind their leg & between their feet (requires bent knees)
• Create urgency by having teams race (make 1-3 full rotations so
the player that started with the ball will finish with the ball from
the cone in which they started)
• A player rolls a ball along the ground (as above) the player
receiving the ball fields and makes a normal throw (which
simulates fielding in a game). The steps are repeated to the next
player.
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TIER 1 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

1. BUMPER BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker ones			
• Foam balls/tennis balls
• Large, light-weight ball
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 4 teams.
2. Each player stands behind a cone with a ball on their team’s side.
3. Players work as a team to throw their ball at the one in the middle in an attempt to knock the targeted ball across an opposing
team’s line.
4. Once players have thrown their ball & the targeted ball has not
crossed over any team’s line, players find a new ball nearby.
5. Players must return to their cone before throwing their new
ball.
6. A point is given to a team once the targeted ball crosses over
their defending line (in this game, like golf, points are not good).
7. Players are not allowed to touch the targeted ball with their
body.

TE REO

Hold ball in fingers - Pupuri te pōro ki ngā matikara
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between the throwing lines
• Make the targeted ball smaller or heavier
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TIER 1 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

2. TAME YOUR AIM

EQUIPMENT			
• Tall target (cricket wickets for example)
• Marker cones		
• Foam balls/tennis balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players & have them start at opposite cones closest to the
target. One player will have a ball (Player A).
2. Player A attempts to throw the ball at the target & knock it over
while Player B fields the ball.
3. If Player A is unsuccessful they remain at the first cone & Player
B takes their turn.
4. If Player A is successful they stand the target back up, move
back to the second cone & Player B takes their turn.
5. Repeat same step 2-4 for Player B.
6. The first person to knock over the target from the farthest cone
is the winner.

TE REO

Aim – Tuhi
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase throwing distance
• Make target smaller
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TIER 1 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

3. THE GUANTLET

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones				
• Foam balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Choose 4-6 players to start as throwers. Have them stand behind a ball opposite one another.
2. The rest of the players are dodgers & line up on the adjacent
side.
3. Leader calls out which runners run across to the other side
“People wearing blue”, “If you have long hair”, etc.
4. Throwers, aiming below the shoulders, try to hit the dodgers.
5. If a dodger is hit they get a ball & become a thrower.
6. If the dodgers make it to the other side without being hit, call
over the remaining dodgers using step 3.
7. Once dodgers are all on the same side repeat steps 3-6 and
dodgers run back across.
8. Continue until there are no more dodgers

TE REO

Hold ball in fingers - Pupuri te pōro ki ngā matikara
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between throwers.
• Have only a small number of children dodge at a time
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TIER 1 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

4. TOPPLE

EQUIPMENT			
• Tall target (cricket wickets for example)
• Marker cones		
• Foam balls/tennis balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 2 teams.
2. Each player stands behind a cone with a ball.
3. Players work as a team to throw their ball at the target in and
attempt to knock it over.
4. Once players have thrown their ball & the target remains standing, players find a new ball nearby.
5. Players must return to their cone before throwing their new
ball.
6. A point is awarded to the team that knocks down the target.

TE REO

Target – Pironga
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between the throwing lines
• Make the target smaller
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TIER 1 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

1. BUCKET BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Bucket
• Balls (preferably small & soft)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players stand in a circle, each at a cone with a ball & an empty
bucket in the middle of the circle.
2. Players must stand with one foot in front of the other but both
feet still behind their cone.
3. Players work together to underarm toss ALL the balls into the
bucket from behind their cone.
4. If a ball misses the bucket & remains inside the circle the players
are not allowed inside to pick it up. They are; however allowed
anywhere outside the circle.
5. If a ball becomes “stuck” inside the circle, players must throw a
ball at it to knock it out.
6. Play until ALL balls are in the bucket or there is no opportunity
to knock out the balls that are stuck.

TE REO

Target - Pironga
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the size of the circle.
• Use balls that are more likely to get stuck (a hacky sack for
example)
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TIER 1 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

2. DUEL

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
		
• Balls or bean bags
• Hula Hoop/bucket/tall target (cricket wickets for example)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players & have them start at opposite cones closest to the
target. One player will have a ball or bean bag (Player A).
2. Player A attempts to toss the ball into the bucket/bean bag into
the hoop.
3. If Player A is unsuccessful they remain at the first cone & Player
B retrieves the ball/bean bag & takes their turn.
4. If Player A is successful they move back to the second cone &
Player B retrieves the ball/bean bag & takes their turn.
5. Repeat step 2-4 for Player B.
6. The first person to get the ball in the bucket/bean bag in the
hoop from the farthest cone is the winner.

TE REO

Under hand/toss - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
TAME YOUR AIM (just as the over arm throwing game)
1. Players A stands side on at the cone & aims to knock over the
tall target with an underhand toss.
2. Player B fields the ball & then takes their turn.
NOTE: As the players progress further from the target they will need
to use a full circle with their arm before releasing the ball underarm.
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TIER 1 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

3. LONG TOSS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players, one at each cone. The front player has a ball.
2. The player with the ball turns side on & tosses the ball as far as
they can with a simple underarm motion.
3. Optional: Award points for a ball that lands beyond a line of
cones on the full – The further the toss, the more points awarded.
4. After the toss the player retrieves the ball & switches with their
partner.
5. Repeat steps 1-4.

TE REO

Under hand/toss/Pitch - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• WINDMILL - Players stand side on, point with their front
(non-throwing hand) & make a complete windmill (full circle)
with their throwing arm before releasing the ball
• ROCKSTAR - Players stand side on, point with their front (nonthrowing hand) & make 2 complete windmills (full circles) with
their throwing arm before releasing the ball
• PITCH – Players stand straight on & then step into their side on
position while making a complete windmill (full circle) with their
throwing arm before releasing the ball
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TIER 1 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

4. PITCHER BOWLS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Balls
• Skittles or cans (or something to stack)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. One player, the bowler, stands with a ball & one foot in front of
the other just in front of the marker cone while their partner
stands behind the skittles as the stacker.
2. The bowler has 3 chances to roll the ball & knock over the
skittles.
3. If ANY of the skittles are knocked over they are re-erected
by the stacker after EACH roll & then the stacker practices by
rolling the ball back to the bowler.
4. The bowler keeps track of how many skittles they knock over in
their 3 chances.
5. After 3 rolls, the bowler & stacker switch & repeat steps 1-4.

TE REO

Under hand/toss - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the bowling distance
• Have players stack skittles; line them up narrow; or make a
tunnel for the ball to travel THROUGH
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TIER 1 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

5. X MARKS THE SPOT

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Paper target
• Tape
• Balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players can work individually or in pairs.
2. Player stands at the cone, one foot in front of the other, & tries
to toss the ball so that it hits the X on the numbered spot (could
be X’s taped to a wall).
3. Players must hit each spot on the X in order before moving on to
the next numbered spot.
4. If playing with a partner, partners switch after every toss.
5. The player that hits all the spots in order, first, wins.

TE REO

Target - Pironga
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between cone & target
• Players must hit each spot twice
• If the player misses a spot they must restart
• Have another player stand as a batter (without a bat)
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TIER 1 - GAMES (Kēmu)

1. BATTERS V FIELDERS

EQUIPMENT			
• Foam balls 			
• Tees or tall cones
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 4.
2. Fielders stand by the cones & the batter stands by the tee with a
bat & 3 balls.
3. The batter hits the ball off the tee towards the fielders.
4. If the ball goes past the fielders the batter gets a point (the
batter can earn as many as 3 points in one round).
5. If the fielder stops the ball, no points are awarded.
6. Once the fielder gathers the ball (missed or fielded) the ball is
placed on one of the marker cones.
7. Once all 3 balls have been hit, the batter puts the bat down, one
of the fielders collects all 3 balls & that fielder brings the balls in
& becomes the next batter.

TE REO

Batters – Kaihau / Fielders – Hopukuru
GAME SKILLS
• Communication
• Sharing		
• Encouragement
• Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Batters lose points for balls hit above the fielders’ shoulders
• Limit the batters to only hitting ground balls
• Play as Team game
• Challenge the adjacent group by adding up the entire team’s
score
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TIER 1 - GAMES (Kēmu)

2. COLOUR BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Foam balls (different colours)
• Marker cones
• Hula Hoops (different colours)
• Tees or tall cones
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into a batting team & a fielding team.
2. A batter stands by each tee with a bat & coloured ball while
the rest of the batting team waits behind the batters & off to
the side. The fielding team stands in the field behind the line of
cones.
3. Batters hit the ball into the field & once all the balls are hit the
fielders can move from behind their line (if necessary) & put the
coloured ball into the matching coloured hoop.
4. As the fielders are fielding the batted balls, the 3 batters run
around the cones behind them. Their team counts a run every
time a runner crosses in front of them (all 3 runners = 3 runs).
5. Once the fielder puts all 3 balls into the coloured hoops the
leader says “stop”.
6. The balls are returned to the tee, the batters join their team &
the new batters have their at bat.
7. Once every batter has hit, the batting & fielding teams switch.

TE REO

Run - Oma
GAME SKILLS
• Communication
• Sharing		
• Encouragement		
• Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add rule: Fielders cannot run with the ball & must pass it
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TIER 1 - GAMES (Kēmu)

3. HOMERUN RACE

EQUIPMENT			
• Foam balls
• Marker cones
• Tee or tall cone
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into batters & fielders (teams of 6).
2. The fielders start in the field behind the path of the bases. One
batter starts at the tee with a bat & ball while the batting team
sits at cones.
3. The batter hits the ball off the tee into the field & attempts to
run around the bases (the runner cannot stop on a base).
4. Three fielders must touch the ball before the ball is put back on
the tee. (i.e. – The fielding player counts as 1, who passes it to a
2nd player who passes it to a 3rd player who puts it on the tee).
5. The batter can attempt to score as many homeruns as they can.
One point is given for each homerun. The batter can attempt to
score more than one homerun at once & does not lose points if
they do not make it around in their additional attempt.
6. Once every batter has had a turn, the 2 teams switch.

TE REO

Home Run – Rere kāinga
GAME SKILLS
• Communication
• Sharing		
• Encouragement
• Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add rule: Fielders cannot run with the ball & must pass it
• More than 3 players must touch the ball
• Boys must pass to girls & girls to boys
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TIER 1 - GAMES (Kēmu)

4. KICK BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones 		
• Large ball to kick		
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into kickers & fielders (teams of 6).
2. The fielders start in proper fielding positions. The pitcher starts
with the ball. One kicker starts behind home plate while the
kicking team sits a safe distance away.
3. The pitcher rolls the ball to the kicker. The ball must roll over the
plate in order for it to be a strike. The kicker does not have to
kick a bad pitch (ball).
4. Three attempted kicks & misses (strikes) & the batter is out.
Four balls & the kicker goes to first base (walk).
5. After a kick, the kicker must run the bases in order, stepping on
every one. The kicker is allowed to stop on any base and move
off on the next player’s kick. Multiple kickers are allowed on a
base at one time.
6. The kicking team scores a run when a member of their team
makes it all the way around the bases.
7. Kickers also get out if they kick the ball into the air & it is caught,
a fielder tags them with the ball when they are not on the base,
or if the fielder throws the ball at the runner, hitting them (waist
down), when they are not on a base.
8. Teams switch after 3 outs or the entire kicking team has had a
turn.

TE REO

Base - Papa
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing / Encouragement		
• Helping / Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Only 1 runner is allowed on the base at a time.
• Add rule: Fielders cannot run with the ball & must pass it
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TIER 1 - GAMES (Kēmu)

5. SCATTER BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Foam balls
• Marker cones
• Tee or tall cone
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
• Hula Hoop
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into batters & fielders (teams of 6).
2. The fielders start in the field behind the base path. One batter
starts at the tee with a bat & 3 balls while the batting team sits a
safe distance away behind cones.
3. The batter hits 1 ball at a time into the field. The fielders are not
allowed to move until the third ball is hit.
4. Once the third ball is hit the batter drops their bat & runs all the
way around the bases (the runner cannot stop on a base).
5. As the batter is running the fielders try to retrieve all the balls &
place them into the hoop in the middle of the field.
6. Points are awarded for every base the runner touches before all
3 balls get back to the hoop.
7. Once every batter has had a turn, the 2 teams switch.

TE REO

Fielders – Hopukuru / Batters - Kaihau
GAME SKILLS
• Communication
• Sharing		
• Encouragement
• Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add rule: Fielders cannot run with the ball & must pass it
• Boys must pass to girls & girls to boys
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ACTIVITY

TIER 2
ACTIVITY
CHECKLIST

WARM UP (Korikori tinana)
1. Colour Run
2. Criss-Cross
3. Hills & Valleys
4. Invisible
5. The Cycle
6. Waterfall

BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)
1. Batter Golf
2. Line Drives
3. Money Front Toss
4. Pepper

CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)
1. Animal Fever
2. Catch This
3. Never Ending Toss
4. Softball Tag
5. Team Toss

FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)
1. Around The Diamond
2. Fielding Aces
3. Follow The Leader
4. Memory
5. Moving Weave
6. Reaction
7. Wall Ball

THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)
1. Beat The Ball
2. Clock Work
3. Pickle
4. Softball Golf
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PITCHING (Panga whakararo te pōro)
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1. All Or Nothing
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6. Tee Off
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

1. COLOUR RUN

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones (multiple colours)
• Bases		
• Hula Hoop
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 2-4 groups of 5-10.
2. One team sits between home & 1st base & the other team sits
between 2nd & 3rd base (players are to sit 3 steps inside the
diamond).
3. Give each player in the team a different colour and match them
with the other team.
4. When assigning colours be sure that they are in the same order
as the other team (the blue player is the first 1 in line when
running anticlockwise).
5. When everyone has a colour, call out “Single, double, triple
or homerun”, then call out the colour of a player (i.e. – “Triple,
Blue”).
6. The player at each team’s blue cone will run 3 (triple) bases, then
cross through the middle of the diamond touching at least one
foot in the hoop before sitting back in their original spot.
7. The first player back & sitting earns a point for their team.

TE REO

Home Run – Rere kāinga
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Instead of calling out colours & a numbers, hold up coloured
cones & fingers (in a game of softball the runner not only needs
to listen but they also need to watch their base coach to know
where to run)
•
Have runners zigzag between players when moving between
bases
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

2. CRISS-CROSS

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls or marker cones
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 4 groups of 5-8 players.
2. Each group lines up on a baseline (between bases).
3. Each line is to work together to move in a straight line across
the diamond to the opposite baseline.
4. Line A starts by walking as a group (shoulder to shoulder) across
to Line C.
5. Line B then moves across to Line D (after this there are 2 groups
at line C & D).
6. The group at Line C (that has not gone yet) will move across to
Line A & the 1st group at Line D will move to Line B.
7. Once the players get the idea speed the pace up or have them
cross the diamond using high knees, bum flicks, skips, forward
lunges, side lunges, straight leg kick, bear crawl, crab walk, etc.

TE REO

Diamond – Taimana
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast.
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add in base running
• After each round (every line has completed it once & has made it
to the opposite line) call out “single, double, triple or homerun”
• Players are to stay in line (single file) with their team as they
run the bases that correspond with the call (for example, single
Line A moves to Line B, double - Line A would run the bases until
they get to Line C, triple – Line A moves to Line D, homerun
• Line A runs all the way around the bases until they are back
where they started
• Each line moves in a similar fashion. No lapping & everyone
must touch the base to move on
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

3. HILLS & VALLEYS

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones (multiple colours)
• Bases		
• Balls (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 2 teams.
2. One team stands between home plate & 1st base while the
other stands between 2nd & 3rd base.
3. Nominate 1 team to be the hills & the other to be the valleys.
4. Team hills will try to turn all the cones right -up so that they look
like hills while team valley will be flipping all the cones upside
down so that they look like valleys.
5. On “go”, both teams enter the diamond & flip the cones to their
designated hill or valley.
6. On “stop” both teams stop & go back to their starting baseline.
7. Hills & valleys are counted. Whichever team has more cones
flipped in their favour, wins.

TE REO

Communication – Whakapāpātanga
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add rules: No picking up or moving cones, no guarding cones,
after flipping one cone you must flip a different one before you
can go back to flip the original cone again
• Add balls – Ball sits on top mountains & rest in valleys
• The key is to bend down low, use 1 hand to pick up the ball &
the other to flip the cone. *Cone does not count unless the ball
is sitting in the proper place (i.e. – hills can NOT have the ball
under the cone)
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

4. INVISIBLE

EQUIPMENT			
• None
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Split players into groups of 3-5.
2. The players are to act out skills of the game with their invisible
ball as if they were really playing (i.e. – Throwing, pitching, batting, fielding, running, rolling, good throws, bad throws, big hits,
short hits, etc).
3. Emphasise communication by having the players call out another player’s name, the skill they are going to act out & what the
ball is doing (i.e. - “Billy, Ground ball, to your left”)

TE REO

Throwing - Whiua te pōro
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Play Silent Invisiball
• Players are not allowed to talk & must simply react to one another’s movements
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

5. THE CYCLE

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Bases		
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 4 groups of 5-8 players.
2. Have each group line up at a base behind the cone.
3. The first player in line will stand on the base while the others
remain waiting behind the cone.
4. On “go” the 4 runners will run the bases until they reach home
plate. (i.e. – the runner at 3rd has the shortest distance to
run while the runner who starts at home must run all the way
around the bases).
5. Once the runner gets to home they are finished.
6. They then walk (outside the diamond) to the next base.
7. The runner who ran from home walks to end of the line at 1st
base. The runner who ran from 1st will now join the line at 2nd,
etc.
8. Go until all runners have run a single, double, triple & homerun.

TE REO

Diamond – Taimana
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast.
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have players try to catch up or lap the person in front of them
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TIER 2 - WARM UP (Korikori tinana)

6. WATERFALL

EQUIPMENT				
• Marker cones
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Have players line up on the starting line.
2. They are to run 1 at a time.
3. Pick a player at the far end (either side) & have them start.
4. Once the player has run about 5 steps, the player directly next
to them will start to run.
5. This will happen until all the players run past to the finish line
6. The next time have the players start from opposite end or even
the middle (change positioning of players if desired).
7. Players must work together to achieve the desired “waterfall”
effect.

TE REO

Communication – Whakapāpātanga
WARM UP
• Do it properly before you do it fast.
• Communication is key
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have players start at the same time but once they begin try to
catch the players in front of them
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TIER 2 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

1. BATTER GOLF

EQUIPMENT
• Foam balls
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Start all players at the same location with a ball & a bat each.
2. Name a target in the distance that the player aims for (i.e. –
tree).
3. Each player tosses their ball & hits it in the direction of the
target.
4. Players then run to the ball, check for safety then toss & hit it
again
5. Players continue hitting the ball until they hit their target.
6. Have players keep track of how many hits they make. The player
that makes the least amount of hits is the winner.

TE REO

Target – Pironga
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
Play as a TEAM game (Divide players into groups of 4)
1. One player starts with the bat & ball while the others wait safely
about 2 .5 meters behind
2. The batter tosses the ball & tries to hit it in the direction of the
designated target
3. The group runs to the ball, another member of the group is
handed the bat & steps 2 – 4 are repeated until someone hits
the target
4. Maintain order & keep track of every hit to find a winner
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TIER 2 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

2. LINE DRIVES

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
		
• Foam balls
• 3-6 Adjustable Tees OR 3-6 tall cones
• 3-6 Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. A Batter stands at each tee with a bat & 3 foam balls. A player
stands behind each batter (catcher) & helps put the balls on the
tee. The rest of the players are fielding behind the cones.
2. Once the balls are placed on the tees & all players are in a safe
place, the leader says “batter up” & the batters swing.
3. Batters earn points based on how far they hit the ball. Anything
that is hit off the tee but bounces before the cones is ONE point.
A ball hit in the air that lands beyond a line of cones earns bonus
points (between 2 - 5 depending on the distance hit).
4. No one is permitted to move until all batters have hit the ball &
the leader says “safe”. Once “safe” is called, the fielders collect
the balls & put them into the nearest hoop.
5. Repeat steps 2 – 4 until all balls are hit. Catchers become
hitters, hitters move out to field & 3 fielders come in as new
catchers.

TE REO

Batters – Kaihau
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Players are not awarded points if the ball is caught
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TIER 2 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

3. MONEY FRONT TOSS

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones / Foam Balls
• 2 Home plates / Buckets
• 2 Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. One player stands at each home plate with a bat while a collector stands safely behind each batter at a cone. One tosser
stands out in the field & the rest of the players field behind
them.
2. The tosser throws 10 balls, underhand, to each batter.
3. Batters earn points based on what type of hit they get. 25 cents
for a pop up, 50 cents for a ground ball, $1 for a line drive & $2
for a long hit.
4. When the ball is hit, a fielder fields the ball & puts it in the tosser’s bucket.
5. If the ball is missed by the batter, the catcher fields the ball &
tosses it to the collectors behind them. The collectors are also
back-up catchers for balls that get past the catcher.
6. After 10 pitches to each batter, the batters become fielders, 2
fielders go in to become the collectors, the collectors become
catchers & the catchers become the new batters.

TE REO

Toss the Ball - Whiua te pōro
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between fielders & batters
• Increase speed of toss
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TIER 2 - BATTING (Te Haukuru Pōro)

4. PEPPER

EQUIPMENT			
• Foam balls 			
• Home plates
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 6.
2. 5 players stand in a line (fielders). 2 fielders have a ball. One
player stands at home plate with a bat (batter).
3. The fielders take turns tossing the ball to the batter whom lightly taps the ball back to the fielders.
4. If the batter misses the ball they are out & join the back of the
fielding line while the fielder at the front of the line becomes the
next batter.
5. Bad tosses do not count against the batter, only strikes (knees
to chest & over home plate).

TE REO

Fielders – Hopukuru, Batters – Kaihau
BATTING
• Stand side on & 2 “player’s feet” away from home plate or the
tee
• If right handed, left hand should be at the top of the bat & left
hand below it. Vice versa for left handed batters
• Hands should be touching & up by back ear when ready to swing
• Feet stay still while hands & arms move to hit the ball
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Fielders that make a bad toss or fail to field the ball when it is
hit to them lose their spot & must move back to the back of the
fielding line
• If the batted ball does not make it all the way back to the fielders
the batter is out & becomes a fielder
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TIER 2- CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

1. ANIMAL FEVER

EQUIPMENT
• Ball
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players stand in circle facing one another.
2. One player tosses the ball to another player in the circle & while
the ball is in the air they call out an animal.
3. ELEPHANT - Catcher makes trunk with arms & swings it up &
down. Sides make ears with arms.
4. FROG - Catcher makes swimming motion with arms. Sides kick
outside leg.
5. SNAKE - Catcher makes slithering waves with arms. Player to
right is the head & Player on left is the tail.
6. KANGAROO - Catcher makes rocking motion like rocking a
baby. Sides jump up & down.
7. The player must catch the ball to perform the action & players
directly to either side of the catcher must join in.
8. If the player drops the ball or the wrong action is performed the
player(s) at fault must run one lap of the team’s circle.

TE REO

Soft Hands – Arikeita hopukuru
CATCHTING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add more balls
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TIER 2 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

2. CATCH THIS

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Netball court or marker cones
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide Players into 2 teams & put them on far ends of the court.
2. Teams attempt to throw the ball across to the other side so that
the ball lands in the opposing team’s box.
3. If the ball is dropped or no one catches it, the throwing team
gets a point.
4. The opposing team, whether they catch the ball or not, get a
chance to throw the ball back to the other side.

TE REO

Soft Hands – Arikeita hopukuru
CATCHING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase throwing distance
• Add in more balls
• Limit the type of throws a Player can make (Rainbow toss, line
drive, short, deep, etc.)
• The team that drops the ball has to roll the ball back to the other
team & they do not get a chance to score until they catch the
ball
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TIER 2 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

3. NEVER ENDING TOSS

EQUIPMENT
• Balls			
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players start in 2 lines facing one another.
2. Players pass the ball to the person across from them.
3. The ball will be passed back & forth between the two lines in a
zig-zag pattern.
4. Once the ball is passed, players need to run behind their line &
join onto the end of their own line.
5. Players do not cross over to the opposite line.
6. Players continue passing until the team arrives at a given destination without dropping the ball.

TE REO

Soft Hands – Arikeita hopukuru
CATCHTING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Make two teams & race
• Add more than one ball. Players cannot leave their spot until all
the balls are passed
• Tip – Have Players count “One ball, Two ball, Go” before running
to the end of the line
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TIER 2- CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

4. SOFTBALL TAG

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones (multi-coloured)
•
Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. All players (except the tosser) start in the designated box.
2. There is 1 ball between 4 players. These players are wearing
gloves & are taggers.
3. The players who are tagging are trying to tag the others inside
the box. Tags must be made with the ball inside the glove.
4. The tagger holding the ball is not allowed to move.
5. If a player is tagged they find a glove from the bin, put it on,
catch 3 balls from the tosser & then wait outside the box until
there are 3 more players who have completed their 3 catches
6. Once there are 4 players waiting outside the box, the current
taggers return their gloves to the bin & the 4 taggers waiting
come into the game as the new taggers.

TE REO

Tag – Pā
CATCHTING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Make the box bigger
• Decrease the number of taggers
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TIER 2 - CATCHING (Te Hopu Pōro)

5. TEAM TOSS

EQUIPMENT
• Balls			
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players stand in a circle & face one another.
2. Choose 1 player to start with the ball (Player 1).
3. Player 1 chooses a player across the circle, calls out their name
& tosses the ball to them (Player 1 can only throw the ball to
Player 2 & Player 2 can only receive the ball from Player 1).
4. Repeat step 3 until everyone has a player to receive from & a
different player to throw to.
5. Players continue to call out one another’s names & pass the ball
around the circle in the same order.
6. As players gain confidence add in more balls.

TE REO

Soft hands – Arikeita hopukuru
CATCHTING
• Two open hands ready to catch
• Look at ball all the way into hands
• Close hands around ball
• Soft hands like catching an egg
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the size of the circle
• Players can only throw & catch with 1 hand
• Try without communication
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

1. AROUND THE DIAMOND

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones (multi-coloured)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 4 or 8.
2. Have 1 - 2 players start at each of the 4 cones closest together.
3. Have one player start by rolling the ball to the player at the next
cone (in a clockwise direction) & then that player follows the
ball by running to the back of the line they just rolled to.
4. Players field the ball, continue rolling the ball in a clockwise
direction & follow their roll until they have fielded from every
cone (except the player who started the rolling. They are the
only player to not field from their starting cone).
5. Instead of returning to their starting position, players will make
their way out to the next set of cones & repeat steps 3-5.
6. Players make their way all the way around the diamond & out
to the final/outer set of cones where they complete one full
rotation.

TE REO
Aligator Catch - Arikeita hopu pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground 		
• Alligator catch 			
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for more unpredictable bounces
• To create urgency time the groups OR start another team inside
the diamond & as soon as the first group reaches the second set
of cones have the second group start & try to catch up
• Have players throw every other ball instead of rolling it
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

2. FIELDING ACES

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones (4 different colours)		
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 4 groups & give one player in each group a
ball.
2. Each group starts at a set of cones that form a circle & are given
a title of Ace, King, Queen or Jack (Ace being the highest ranking & Jack being the lowest).
3. The players roll the ball amongst their group trying to roll the
ball past one another.
4. If the ball passes a player they are bumped down & must move
to the group ranking below them (i.e. – King bumps down to
Queen).
5. Players cannot go any lower than a Jack.
6. Players can move up to the next rank by fielding 2 balls cleanly.

TE REO

Fielding – Te hopukuru
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for unpredictable bounces
• Increase the number of balls that need to be fielded cleanly in
order to advance a ranking
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

3. FOLLOW THE LEADER

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into 2 groups of 5-7.
2. One player stands at the 3rd base position (this person is the
Leader) while the remaining players in the group line up behind
them. One player from the other group stands in the catcher’s
position & the rest of their group lines up behind them.
3. Very similar to the Weave drill, the player at the catching position starts by rolling the ball to the player standing at 3rd base.
4. Once the player rolls the ball they follow their roll by running
across & joining the back of the 3rd base line.
5. The player at 3rd fields the ball & rolls it back to the player
waiting in the catching position & then the 3rd base player runs
to the back of the catcher’s line.
6. Repeat steps 3-5.
7. When the leader is at the front of the catcher’s line, instead of
running back out to 3rd base the leader starts a new line at the
2nd base position.
8. Repeat with the leader making new lines at shortstop & 1st .

TE REO

Roll the ball – Takahurihia te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground 		
• Alligator catch / Hands / Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for unpredictable bounces
• Have players throw the ball to the catcher as opposed to rolling
it
• Add in the left field, centerfield & right field
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

4. MEMORY

EQUIPMENT
• Bases		
• Balls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 4.
2. Each player from Group 1 stands in front of a base while each
player in Group 2 stands behind a base.
3. In this game home plate is referred to as “Four”
4. The leader calls out a sequence of 4 bases (i.e. – “Two, one, four,
three”).
5. Players must roll the ball to the player at the corresponding
base.
6. TWO points are awarded if the group fields every ball cleanly
AND rolls the ball in the correct order. ONE point is awarded
if they bobble the ball but roll the ball in the correct order. NO
points are awarded if the order is incorrect.
7. After Group 1 has their turn, they switch with Group 2.
8. First team for 10 points wins.

TE REO

Roll the ball - Takahurihia te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands
• Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for unpredictable bounces
• Have the group repeat the sequence twice
• Add more than 4 bases to the sequence
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

5. MOVING WEAVE

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 3.
2. One player starts at each cone & the other waits behind a cone.
3. The player at the cone (on the side with 2 players) starts with
the ball.
4. The player with the ball (Player A) rolls the ball across to the
player at the opposite cone (Player B).
5. After Player A rolls the ball, they run around Player B & make
their way to the next cone.
6. Player B fields the ball & rolls it across to Player C who is waiting.
7. Player B, similar to player A, runs across & around Player C &
makes their way to the next cone.
8. Player C then rolls the ball to Player A & runs across & stands
behind player A.
9. Repeat steps 4-7 until all players make it to the last cone.
10. Have next group start when leading team is about 4 cones
ahead.

TE REO

Hands open - Ringaringa tuwhera
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground 		
• Alligator catch 			
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for unpredictable bounces
• Create urgency by having the next team try to catch up
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

6. REATION

EQUIPMENT
• Bases		
• Walls
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players & give them a ball between each pair.
2. One player stands facing a wall a few metres in front of it while
their partner stands behind them with the ball.
3. The player with the ball throws the ball at the wall so that it will
bounce off the ball, onto the ground & in the general direction of
their partner.
4. The player facing the wall must react and field the ball off the
wall.
5. Once the fielding player fields 5 balls they switch with their
partner.

TE REO

Throw the ball – Whiua te pōro
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground
• Alligator catch
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Use a reaction ball for unpredictable bounces
• Decrease distance between wall & players
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TIER 2 - FIELDING (Te Ringa Tārake)

7. WALL BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls
• Marker cones
• Indoor facility or netball court
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide Players into 2 teams & put them on opposite far ends of
the court.
2. Players must stay between the cones and the back wall.
3. Teams attempt to roll or throw the ball (waist down) across
to the other side so that the ball passes the opposing team members & hits the back wall.
4. If the ball hits the back wall the throwing team gets a point.
5. The opposing team, whether they stop the ball or not, then gets
a ball back and a chance to throw the ball to the other side & hit
their opponent’s wall.

TE REO

Catch below the waist - Hopukina te pōro ki raro iho i te hope
FIELDING
• Feet shoulder-width apart		
• Knees bent & head up
• Fingernails on the ground 		
• Alligator catch 			
• Hands/Glove open
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Decrease throwing distance (move cones closer to the other
team)
• Add in more balls
• The team that drops the ball has to roll the ball back to the other
team & they do not get a chance to score until they catch the
ball
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TIER 2 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

1. BEAT THE BALL

EQUIPMENT
• Bases			
• Ball			
• Gloves (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into 2 teams (runners & throwers).
2. One thrower stands at each base & the thrower at home has a
ball.
3. One runner starts at home & the others wait a safe distance
away.
4. When the leader says “GO” the runner must run anti-clockwise
around all the bases, making sure to touch each base & in order.
5. As the runner is running around the bases the throwers throw
the ball clockwise around the bases.
6. The runner is trying to get all the way around the bases before
the throwers can throw the ball all the way around the bases.
7. A point is awarded to the winning team.
8. Each runner has a turn & then the teams swap.

TE REO

Hold ball in fingers - Pupuri te pōro ki ngā matikara
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between bases
• Have the throwing team throw the ball around the bases 2 times
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TIER 2 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

2. CLOCK WORK

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls		
• Marker cones
• Bases
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Split players into groups of 5.
2. A player stands at each base & another in the middle of the
“clock”.
3. Leader calls out 2 numbers. The first number is the time on the
clock & the second number indicates a base (i.e. – “seven, two”).
4. The player in the middle runs to the correct ball on the clock (7
o’clock) & throws it to the appropriate base (2nd base).
5. Continue until all the balls on the clock have been thrown.
6. The player in the middle switches with a player at a base.

TE REO

2nd Base - Papa tuarua
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase throwing distance to bases
• Time players to add urgency & competition
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TIER 2 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

3. PICKLE

EQUIPMENT
• Bases			
• Ball			
• Gloves (optional)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 4 or 5.
2. Two players are throwers (with a glove) & the others are runners.
3. The throwing players throw the ball back & forth.
4. The Runners can leave their base at any time & try to “steal”
(run to) the opposite base.
5. Once the runner is off their base the throwers try to TAG the
runner with the ball (preferably with the ball in the glove).
6. If a runner is successfully tagged they switch places with the
thrower that tagged them.

TE REO

Steal - Whanako
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between bases
• Decrease the number of runners
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TIER 2 - THROWING (Te Whui Pōro)

4. SOFTBALL GOLF

EQUIPMENT			
• Balls (multi-coloured if possible)
• Target (cone for example)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Start all players at the same location with a ball each.
2. Name a target in the distance that the player aims for (i.e. –
tree).
3. Each player throws their ball in the direction of the target.
4. Players then run to their ball, pick it up & throw it again.
5. Players continue throwing the ball until they hit their target.
6. Have players keep track of how many throws they make. Like
golf, the player that makes the least amount of throws is the
winner.

TE REO

Target – Pironga
THROWING
• Hold ball in fingers
• Arms make a giant W
• Turn body side on (hide your W & the ball to the people in front
of you)
• Front hand points at target
• Make a giant, fast whip with throwing arm
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
Play as a TEAM game (3-5 players per team).
1. Players space themselves out between the target & one another.
2. Players throw the ball to one another. Their teammate must
catch the ball to continue throwing the ball toward the target.
3. If the ball is dropped then it goes back to the player that threw it
& they must try again.
4. Once a successful throw & catch is made the thrower runs to
the end of the line closest to the target.
5. Every throw (caught or not) is counted.
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

1. PITCHING FOUNTAIN

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Bases		
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into groups of 6.
2. Each player stands at a cone & the players in the middle start
with the ball.
3. On “GO” each middle player will toss the ball, underhand, to
their teammate at the next (outer) cone.
4. Once the player tosses the ball they will follow their toss by
running to the next cone to take their teammates place.
5. This continues until the ball makes it to the outermost player
who runs the ball back to the start/middle.
6. The ball must be passed to every player on a team, no skipping.
7. Once the player makes it back their team sits down & the first
team sitting wins.

TE REO

Under hand/toss/Pitch - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Players must continue until they are all the way back to the cone
they started from
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

2. PITCHING PERFECT

EQUIPMENT			
• Bases / Marker cones / Ball / Hula Hoop or Tall Target
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into 2 teams.
2. One team lines up behind the cone to pitch with one of their
players starting as a catcher & another as a backstop while the
other team lines up next to the hula hoop as runners.
3. On “GO” one runner (from the other team) starts to run anti-clockwise around the bases while the pitcher tosses the ball,
trying to get it to land in the hoop on the full.
4. After each pitch the pitchers move to the backstop position, the
backstop becomes the catcher, the catcher must return the ball
to the pitcher as quickly as possible & then join the back of the
pitching line.
5. If the pitcher misses the runner continues running & the pitching team rotates.
6. If the pitcher hits their target the runner must freeze & stay
where they are while the pitching team rotates & the next runner starts running.
7. If a runner scores they sit at the back of their line & are finished
for the inning.
8. Continue steps 3 – 7. When the last runner (slugger) runs, they
free the others who are frozen in the base path. Those runners
can now join the slugger running around the bases (at the same
time).
9. After the slugger scores, or if the pitchers freeze the slugger, the
inning is over & the teams switch.

TE REO

Under hand/toss/Pitch - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

3. PITCHING PROGRESSION

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones / Balls 		
• Gloves (optional) / Hula Hoops
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players, the catcher stands in the hula hoop with a glove
(optional) while the pitcher stands at the closest cone with a
ball.
2. From the side on W position (similar to the overarm throw) the
pitcher points at the catcher with their front arm & their back
arm whips underhand to toss the ball.
3. After completing 5 tosses the pitcher moves back to the furthest cone.
4. Again, the pitcher stands side on pointing at the catcher, but
this time they make a complete windmill (full circle) with their
throwing arm before releasing the ball.
5. After 5 pitches the pitcher will stand straight on, point to the
catcher, step into a side on position & then make a complete
windmill & throw.
6. After 5 pitchers the pitcher will stand straight on, point to the
catcher & then step & throw at the same time
7. After 5 pitches the pitcher will stand straight on & perform the
point, step & throw all at the same time.
8. Switch the pitcher and catcher after the completion of each set
or at the completion of the full progression.

TE REO

Aim - Tuhi
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

4. 3 STRIKE PITCHER BOWLS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
• Balls
• Skittles or cans (or something to stack)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. One player, the bowler, stands with a ball & one foot in front of
the other just in front of the marker cone while their partner
stands behind the skittles as the stacker.
2. The bowler has 3 chances to roll the ball & knock over the
skittles.
3. If ANY of the skittles are knocked over they are re-erected
by the stacker after EACH roll & then the stacker practices by
rolling the ball back to the bowler.
4. The bowler keeps track of how many skittles they knock over in
their 3 chances.
5. After 3 rolls, the bowler & stacker switch & repeat steps 1-4.

TE REO

Under hand/toss - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the bowling distance
• Have players stack skittles; line them up narrow; or make a
tunnel for the ball to travel THROUGH
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

5. TIC TAC TOE

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Chalk
• Bean bags
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Players can play as individuals or in groups of 2.
2. Each player stands, one foot in front of the other, behind their
designated cone.
3. Players must underarm toss their bean bag from behind their
cone.
4. If the bean bag lands in between 2 or more squares the toss
does not count & the other player/team takes their turn.
5. If playing on a team, teammates must switch after each toss.
6. More than one bean bag in a square is allowed.
7. The first player/team to get 3 of their bean bags in a row of
three wins.

TE REO

Under hand/toss/Pitch - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Players/teams are allowed only one bean bag in a square at a
time – this allows players to block one another for getting 3
squares in a row
• Players must call their square before tossing – If they miss, their
toss doesn’t count & the next player/team takes their turn
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TIER 2 - PITCHING (Panga whakararo te Pōro)

6. YOYO

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones
		
• Balls 		
• Gloves (optional) 			
• Hula Hoops
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Pair players, the catcher stands in the hula hoop with a glove
(optional) while the pitcher stands at the closer cone with a ball.
2. The pitcher pitches the ball to the catcher who attempts to stay
in the hoop while making the catch (otherwise the catcher must
quickly chase the ball as this is a race).
3. Once the catcher has the ball they hold it out in front of them
while the pitcher runs forward to collect it.
4. Once the pitcher collects the ball they run backwards to the furthest cone & then run forward towards the cone they began at.
5. Once at the starting cone repeat steps 2 – 4 until 5 pitches are
thrown.
6. Pitcher & catchers switch & 5 more pitches must be made.
7. First team to complete 10 pitches & sit down wins.

TE REO

Under hand/toss/Pitch - Panga whakararo te pōro
PITCHING/TOSSING/ROLLING
• One foot directly in front of the other & both feet at a 45 degree
angle (right handed player has their left foot in front of their
right)
• Pitching/Tossing/Rolling hand stays over the toes which are
lined up towards the target
• Paint an imaginary straight line from the back foot to the target
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Do not count a pitch that is not caught inside the hoop
• Increase the number of pitches each pitcher must make
• Increase the distance of the back cone
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

1. ALL OR NOTHING

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones
• Ball
• Bases
			
• Tee or Tall cone
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fielders start in fielding positions. The pitcher starts with the
ball. One batter starts at home plate with a bat with others
waiting a safe distance away.
2. The pitcher tosses the ball to the batter who attempts to hit the
ball. If the batter misses the pitch they get 1 more attempt to
hit a tossed ball. If the batter is unsuccessful a second time, they
get 2 attempts off a tee. If the batter is still unsuccessful, they
are out. If the batter hits the ball, they attempt to run all the way
around the bases.
3. After a ball is hit, 3 fielders must touch the ball before the ball
can be thrown to the catcher who will be standing on home
plate (the fielding player counts as 1, who passes it to a 2nd player who passes it to a 3rd player, who throws it to the catcher).
4. If the batter makes it home before the ball has been received by the
catcher, the batter is safe & can re-join the end of the batting line.
5. If a player is struck out or the ball makes it home before the batter, the batter moves to fielding position 1 (catcher). The player
at position 1 is bumped to position 2 & so on until the player at
position 9 is bumped to the end of the batting line.

TE REO

Communication – Whakapāpātanga
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing		
• Encouragement / Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Have runners zigzag between players when moving between bases.
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

2. DANISH ROUNDERS

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones			
• Ball			
• Bases
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into batters & fielders (teams of 9).
2. The fielders start in proper fielding positions. The pitcher starts
with the ball. One batter starts by home plate with a bat while
the batting team sits a safe distance away.
3. The pitcher tosses the ball to the batter. The ball must be below
the chest, above the knees & over the plate to be a strike. The
batter does not have to swing at a bad pitch (ball).
4. Three attempted swings & misses (strikes) & the batter is out.
5. When the ball is hit, the batter drops their bat & runs the bases
in order, stepping on every one. The batter is allowed to stop on
any base.
6. The fielders field the batted ball & throw it back to the pitcher
as soon as possible to stop the batters from advancing.
7. Batters are out if the pitcher has the ball & the batter is off the
base.
8. The batting team scores a run when a member of their team
makes it all the way around the bases.
9. Teams switch after 3 outs or the entire batting team has had a
turn.

TE REO

Out – Kuru
GAME SKILLS
• Communication
• Sharing		
• Encouragement
• Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

3. LADDERS

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones / Foam Ball		
• Bats (approximately 26-8 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into a batting team & a fielding team.
2. A batter stands by the tee with a bat & ball while the rest of the
batting team waits behind the cones. The fielding team stands in
the field behind the line of cones.
3. The batter hits the ball, drops their bat & runs around the cone
& back to home plate once.
4. Once the batter hits the ball the fielders can move from behind
their line as they try to get the ball back on the tee with at least
1 pass.
5. The next batter must run twice around the cone & home plate
while the fielders must throw the ball at least 2 times before
they put the ball back on the tee.
6. Add 1 lap & 1 pass with every batter.
7. If the batter does not make all laps before the ball is put back on
the tee then it is an out.
8. The batting team must complete the appropriate amount of laps
successfully before adding more.
9. After 3 outs or the entire team bats the Fielding & Batting
teams switch.

TE REO

Batter(s) – Kaihau
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing		
• Encouragement / Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase the distance between the batter & the fielders as well
as the batter & the cones
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

4. MULTI RUNNER T-BALL

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones / Ball
• Bases / Tee or Tall cone
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16- 18 ounces)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide players into batters & fielders (teams of 9).
2. The fielders start in proper fielding positions except there is no
pitcher. One batter starts by the tee with a bat & ball while the
batting team sits a safe distance away.
3. The batter hits the ball, drops the bat & runs the bases in order,
stepping on every one. The batter is allowed to stop on any base.
Multiple batters are allowed on a base at one time.
4. The fielders attempt to field a batted ball & put it on the tee as
soon as possible to stop the batters from advancing.
5. Batters are out if they hit the ball into the air & it is caught, a
fielder tags them with the ball when they are not on a base, or if
the fielders put the ball on the tee & the batter is off the base.
6. The batting team scores a run when a member of their team
makes it around all the bases back to the tee.
7. Teams switch after 3 outs or the entire batting team has had a
turn.

TE REO

Tag – Pā
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing		
• Encouragement / Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Only 1 runner is allowed on the base at a time & force outs apply
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

5. RAPID FIRE

EQUIPMENT
• Marker cones / Balls		
• Home plate
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into a batting team & a fielding team.
2. Number off players from each team. Player 1 (Fielder 1) from
the fielding team stands at a cone in the field with a ball. The
fielding team lines up in order behind them. The batters line up
in order behind their cone with Batter 1 starting at home plate
with a bat.
3. Fielder 1 tosses the ball to Batter 1.
4. If the batter misses the ball or is not ready to bat in time, it is an
out.
5. If the batter hits the ball they drop their bat & run around a cone
& home plate as many time as they think possible.
6. A run is scored every time the batter runs around the cone &
back.
7. While the batter is running Fielder 2 stays at the fielders’ cone
while their teammates chase the ball.
8. Once Fielder 2 has the ball & the rest of the fielders are lined up
in order, Fielder 2 can pitch the next ball.
9. Repeat steps 3-7 progressing through the batters and fielders
until 3 outs are made or until every batter in the batting team
has had a turn. Then fielding & batting teams switch.

TE REO

Fielder – Hopukuru
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing		
• Encouragement / Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Increase distance between pitchers & batters
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TIER 2 - GAMES (Kēmu)

6. TEE OFF

EQUIPMENT			
• Marker cones		
• Foam balls		
• Tees or tall cones
• Bats (approximately 26-28 inches & 16-18 ounces)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Divide the players into a batting team & a fielding team.
2. A batter stands by each tee with a bat & ball while the rest of
the batting team waits behind by the cones. The fielding team
stands in the field behind the line of cones.
3. Batters hit the ball into the field & once all the balls are hit the
fielders can move from behind their line.
4. As the fielders are fielding the batted balls, the batters & their
entire team run around the cones. Every time a player crosses
between the gate, a point is scored.
5. The batting team continues to run until the fielders have put all
the batted balls back on the tees.
6. The batters join their team & new batters take their turn to bat.
7. Once every batter has hit, the batting & fielding teams switch.

TE REO

Fielding Team - Te tīma hopukuru
GAME SKILLS
• Communication / Sharing		
• Encouragement / Helping		
• Good Sportsmanship
INCREASE DIFFICULTY
• Add rule: Fielders cannot run with the ball & must pass it
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ABOUT NEW ZEALAND SOFTBALL

Softball was introduced into New Zealand in 1935 when the game was first played as a recreational sport
by visiting American sailors. Since then the game has grown to 33,000 with 22 Associations, and 144 clubs
throughout New Zealand.
Softball in New Zealand is regarded as a family game, a game played by a wide range of ethnicities from
young and old to male and female.

WORLD TITLES: 1976 - 2013

T-ball is played up to the age of 9 with softball being introduced there after. Softball is played during spring
and summer with national age grade tournaments played in the month of January.
Softball is not only a great community sport but one that offers pathways and opportunities to compete on
the world stage.
Softball offers an opportunity for young females to gain scholarships in the US college system. There are
currently 17 New Zealanders studying and playing softball through various states in America.
Softball was a female Olympic sport from 1996 to 2008 before being removed. The sport is currently on
target to be reintroduced for the Tokyo Games, 2020. The New Zealand Women’s team competed in the
2000 Olympics in Sydney Australia.
There are currently 5 National teams for male and female players from Developing Sox (U15), Emerging Sox
(U17), Junior Black and White Sox (U19), Major Sox (U23), and Black and White Sox (seniors).
New Zealand has been extremely successful on the international stage winning 9 World Championships
between our men’s, woman’s and junior teams since we first started competing in World Championships in
1966.

2013 – New Zealand Black Sox (Men)
2004 – New Zealand Black Sox
2000 – New Zealand Black Sox
1996 – New Zealand Black Sox
1989 – New Zealand Junior Black Sox (U19 Boys)
1985 – New Zealand Junior Black Sox
1984 – New Zealand Black Sox
1982 – New Zealand White Sox (Women)
1976 – New Zealand Black Sox

Softball is not just a popular New Zealand sport, globally the game is played by 30 million players in 127
countries.
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